PHOTO CONTEST

Reading Railroad Categories
1. Stations
2. Icons - ex: Reading Shops, Reading Terminal, Anthracite region, Klapperthal Curve, Port Richmond, bridges.
3. Steam Locomotives
4. Diesel Locomotives—including Norfolk Southern Reading Heritage locomotive #1067
5. RDC's, MU's and Doodlebugs
6. Then & Now - photos before and after April 1, 1976 of same location- submissions must include both views
7. Model railroad layouts and equipment any scale

Rules
1. Color or black & white prints mounted or framed: minimum size 8" x 10" up to a maximum of 18" x 24"
2. Photograph must have been taken by entrant, or a relative, and contain a description of the photograph
3. Entrant’s name, phone number , e-mail and postal address must be on the back of each entry
4. Entrant retains rights to the photograph but grants the RCT&HS permission to use the image in future RCT&HS
publications, advertising or website.
5 Limit of four entries per category per entrant

Judging
1. Judges will be looking for good composition, exposure, sharpness and relevance to category theme
2. Judge’s decisions are final
3. Judges: Jason Mahoney (Dan's Camera City), Dale Woodland (RRHM), Tom Nemeth (Editor, Railpace Magazine)

Prizes
1. Best in Show - $250 cash
2. First place each in category - $100 cash
3. Second place each category - $50 cash
4. Honorable Mention entrants will receive a $25 Dan’s Camera City Gift Card
5. All winning photographs, including Honorable Mention, will be displayed during the Hamburg Railfest 2017
6. No prizes will be awarded in any category where there is not more than one entry

Entries are due to the RCT&HS by July 1, 2017. Winners will be notified by August 1, 2017.
Mail to: RCT&HS Photo Contest, P O Box 15143, Reading, PA 19612-5143
Entrants will be given a 50% discount on photo orders by using Dan's Camera City coupon code when ordering through a link on Dan's Camera City website. Dan's can process slides into prints. Entrants may
apply coupon discount to any orders in addition to Railfest photo contest entries.

